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Foreword
As part of our Year 4 Literature Curriculum in 2019, we were given an assignment to write a Singapore
short story. We had been studying short stories in our literature classes, including those written by local
authors such as Alfian Sa’at, Wena Poon and Ng Yi-Sheng, and this assignment was intended as a way
for us to consolidate what we have learnt. In particular, we were tasked to ponder the following: How can
we best capture our personal experiences and thoughts on what it means to be Singaporean in the form of
a short story? What is the Singapore short story that we want to tell?
The end result is this anthology: a compilation of Singaporean short stories creatively penned by the RGS
literature batch of 2019 which depict various scenes in a modern Singaporean society. From the domestic
worker to an ambitious young girl, from a robotic future to the unseen corners of a HDB flat, we explore
the invisible corners of our small island. Here are the voices - real and imagined - of the diverse
individuals that make up our Singaporean patchwork, surfacing personal experiences with, and reflections
on, topics ranging from privilege to gratitude.
Often we search for meaning, for reassurance, and sometimes for a place where we feel we truly belong.
Writing our short stories has allowed us to grapple with what home means to us, our place in Singapore
and identity as Singaporeans. To the readers, we hope that in some way, these stories can resonate with
you too.
From the Editors
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Pink and Green
1:32pm, 37 degrees Celsius, his Apple Watch reads. Robin resignedly lowers his arm, and he registers the
way the movement causes sweat beads to roll down his back and soak into his freshly ironed dress shirt.
He’s walking back from lunch break, stomach full of the Subway sandwich he hurriedly gobbled down
earlier; and now he regrets rushing, because lunch break doesn’t end for another 30 minutes and he’s
already exited the MRT Station right beside his office.
Logically, he knows that he should already be heading back into the office. Partly because the office is
air-conditioned and he doesn’t want to soak his shirt any further, but especially because that’s the exact
reason why he rushed back—to not be that newbie who’s late from lunch break on the first week of the
job. He stops at the pedestrian crossing and glances down again. 1:34pm. 26 minutes left. It’s a lot of
time.
His eyes begin to wander, but there really isn’t much else to take in—his office, the ICA building, a stuffy
old building, stands right in front of him just twenty steps away; a busy road on his right; mild attempts at
greenery in the midst of the grey on his left. Robin ponders over his options, and when the green man
lights up he turns around and walks back towards the MRT entrance. An auntie standing behind him gives
him a questioning glance, but she disappears along with the rest of the crowd crossing the road.
Robin’s about to head back down into Lavender MRT station, to perhaps explore the adjacent stations,
when a flash of blue and red in his peripheral vision makes him pause. Immediately, the sight of the
Magnolia logo printed on the large electric blue umbrella throws him back into his childhood, nostalgia
flooding every inch of his being.
Sopping wet hair, freshly washed, as he left Yio Chu Kang Swimming Centre, young boy laughing with
his friends. Smiles, “Uncle! 一个1 roti2 chocolate ice cream,” scarfing down the cold desert before it
soaks through the pink and green bread in his hands. A few years later, new faces, pale blue Hong Kah
Secondary school entrance. 2pm, awkward conversation, dissolving into excitement; pockets a little
lighter, hands a little heavier, grasping cones and wafers and cups, heated debates about the best ice cream
flavour. Still the same sweltering weather, still the same pink and green roti.
He briefly wonders how he hadn’t noticed the ice cream vendor before this, but as another crowd begins
to form at the crossing, obscuring part of the stand and part of the uncle’s face, he figures that it’s just
always too busy to notice it properly.
Yet another bead of sweat travels down the side of his face. He’s made the decision before he can even
think about it, rummaging through his leather wallet, searching for a purple note to purchase a trip back to
childhood.
It’s then that he notices the small sign, written on light pink paper with a fading black marker,
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Chinese for “one [piece]”
Malay for “bread”
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1200
FREEICECREAM.
it is
My Birthday
ENJOY.
Robin stops.
The uncle behind the sign doesn’t notice, sorting through his blocks of flavours.
Robin’s first instinct: to pretend he never saw the stand, turn away and go back into his office. But now
that he knows of the ice cream stand, and now that he’s bent on getting that ice cream…
He glances towards the entrance of Lavender MRT. It’s extra tempting now, just hopping on the green
line, going to Bugis and buying a cheese foam milk tea or some equivalently frivolous treat. But why do
that, he tells himself, when Uncle is standing right in front of you?
Robin fiddles with his Apple Watch (1:37, it reads), as casually as possible, and takes a seat nearby, as
nonchalantly as possible. Funny, a university graduate, able to solve a calculus question in 2 minutes,
unable to decide if he should take the free ice cream or not.
His inner child is bewildered; this decision where got difficult? Got 1200 free ice creams to take, you
already sweating like mad, go take lah! Ah see, that auntie over there, never even hesitate, straight away
go take liao, even take another one for her 1-year -old son leh. I tell you that kid confirm solid food also
cannot eat, who else is going to eat that extra cone?
It’s about his morals, Robin tells himself. Yes, the free ice cream’s right there, you’re not stealing, but are
you really going to be one of those kiasu3 aunties, taking advantage of the freebies? Freebies from the
good of the uncle’s heart? Poor Uncle probably doesn’t even earn enough to feed himself; how much
revenue does $1 ice cream even provide in today’s economy? And yet, he’s giving away free ice cream.
The least you could do is to offer to pay for it.
He shoots back at himself: are you really going to be one of those pretentious rich youngsters, taking pity
on a man that’s quite obviously self-sufficient, offering to pay for something he’s willingly giving away
for free? Take it graciously, and thank him.
1:41. 19 minutes left.
How sia?
But before he can mull any further, the uncle is smiling and waving at him, getting him to come over.
Robin dusts off non-existent dust and hurriedly trots over, face reddening, but his first words are cut off
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Singaporean slang, literally “afraid of losing”; used to refer to someone afraid of losing out
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by the uncle’s loud voice, “小弟4! Life is simple, see you sit there, 脸皱皱的5, think so much for what?
Just take free ice cream lah!”
The uncle shoves some ice cream wrapped in a piece of bread into his hands, a familiar shade of pink and
green, and as Robin takes his first bite, cold desert warming his heart, he wonders when life got this
complicated.
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Chinese for “small boy”
Chinese for “face furrowed”
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Bewildered Squid
When I was three years old, I moved to Sydney with my parents. The two places I most remember from
my time there are the children’s clinic downtown, because it’s where I was taken for therapy; and the
neighbouring aquarium, because I didn’t like going for therapy. Eventually, my parents bought me a
season pass for the aquarium and told me that I could visit the fish if I went for therapy first.
I didn’t care for the fish because they swam around pointlessly and it wasn’t interesting to watch. The real
attraction was the huge squid in the annex’s cylindrical tank, gazing motionlessly with silent wisdom and
omnipotence. It always expelled a murky cloud of black ink when approached by noisy tourists in gaudy
souvenir shirts. I thought it was wise for it to do, because they annoyed me too, and I always stood a
respectful distance away from it; it looked more impressive from afar, visible in its entirety.
The squid died before I left for Singapore. A photo of its massive carcass in a lab was on the papers,
dwarfing the surrounding jumpsuited workers. The aquarium had a website where children could submit
farewell messages for the squid. I didn’t send anything in because I thought it’d probably have no use for
it.
As of now, my classmates call me a Sotong; after a biology teacher approached me to wake me up in
class. I was ordered to stand. “You tired, is it?” she asked. “Cannot wake up ah? What you think you
should do?”
Sleep, I blurted. I should sleep because I’m tired.
I was taken for a long talk outside the classroom after class, through which I learned that I shouldn’t sleep
in class, because it hurts people when you’re not listening; and if I do sleep in class I should say that I’m
sorry and quickly go and rinse my face, to make up for the fact that the feelings of people were hurt
because you weren’t listening. I said yes, because I understand, because I also feel hurt when people don’t
listen to me. I put a packet of aloe wipes in my pocket from that day onwards so I can wake myself up, so
that people with hurt feelings don’t have to.
When I went back inside a classmate named Ziyu loudly made a remark.
“Wah sey, win liao lor! Liddat also can, you sotong or not?”
Ziyu was met with the howling laughter of the class, and the nickname proceeded to stick.
I thought about that for a while. I brought my bewilderment up to my deskmate yesterday. His name is
Mundi, and he has long fingers and huge round glasses that constantly fall off his face. I think that Mundi
is not particularly pleasant to talk to, because he murmurs and repeats himself when he’s unsure of things.
I don’t like that. But I tolerate him because he helpfully explains things to me that my classmates think I
don’t understand.
I asked him what a Sotong is.
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“It’s squid, lah,” he told me, without looking up from his work, adjusting his glasses.
So Ziyu asked me if I was a squid. I like squids. Because they’re dignified and powerful. That’s what I
associate with squids, to the squid at the Sydney aquarium. I read in the National Geographic at the
children’s clinic that squids have experienced vastly advanced cognitive evolution. The magazine had
pictures of squids opening jars and predicting football matches. I’d wanted to ask the aquarium’s squid
what things would be like in Singapore because I’d thought it’d know.
I know that you can use animals to describe people, through simile, which are figures of speech. I used to
argue with the therapist about that, because speeches have words, and words have letters, not figures, and
numbers have figures. She laughed. I thought she’d have figured that out by then.
But I understand how they work now. For one, Mundi is a mouse because he’s not very outspoken. The
biology teacher is a tiger because she’s strict and fierce. ZiyuZiyu thought I was like a squid, or a Sotong. He thought of me as someone who understood things,
contrary to everyone else who thought I didn’t. Nobody had told me anything like that before. I decided
that I liked Ziyu and I wanted to talk to him more often. I liked that he was charismatic and sure of
himself, not unlike a squid.
During recess I went downstairs to the table where he was having his meal in a group. I asked to speak
with him alone, and he slowly got up and followed me.
“Ya?” he asked, swirling his black coffee in a mug.
I felt a bit overwhelmed so I spoke a bit more softly than I’d wanted.
I think you’re like a squid, I told him.
“What?”
A Sotong, I said, louder this time. I think you’re a Sotong too.
His face twisted a little. I wondered if he was okay.
“That time I play-play only, leh,” he said. “You think what? So serious for what? You want to fight issit?”
What? No, I replied, even louder, I don’t understand. I just wanted to tell you that I think you’re a huge
Sotong.
Ziyu jerked before inverting his mug in my direction, splattering the warm coffee over me, the inky liquid
dripping over my pale uniform. He turned and marched back to where he was previously sitting.
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I knew I had a packet of aloe wet wipes in my pocket to clean with but I couldn’t reach for them. I was
looking at Ziyu from afar. He opened his lunch-box to reveal the golden-brown calamari inside, before
stabbing one open with a fork, the fried layer crumbling to expose the pale, fleshy meat inside.
“Sotong, your head. Win liao lor,” he said loudly, chewing his meal, to the laughter of his group. “Some
people damn blur sia. People not happy with you also dunno.”
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Jalan Klinik
Hongxu knew Jalan Klink6 like the back of his hand. Where Danish lived. Where Harris lived. Where the
Kakak7 with the cat lived. He knew how to avoid the second floor when it was raining, when the drains
would flood and his toes would get wet. He knew to not disturb the fierce Uncle next door because he
keeps snakes in a box under his bed and will release them on any “kaypoh kias8” — or at least that’s what
Harris says.
So when a new kid showed up at the playground downstairs, Hongxu took it upon himself to show her
around. She was sitting on top of the railings when Hongxu saw her. Hongxu noticed that she was
wearing a blue dress with flowers on it and her sandals were sparkly with diamonds on them. He thought
she looked like a model. He tried waving to get her attention but the girl was too busy looking at her
phone. Some people in his school had phones — he had tried asking Mommy for one but she always said
no. “No money how to buy? Go play with your friends can already lah.” Mommy would scold before
flicking her hand and chasing him away.
“Eh girl! What’s your name? I’m Hongxu!” Hongxu climbed up to sit beside her on the railings. “I never
see you before and I know all the people who live here!”
“Ashley,” the girl glanced up from her phone. “I don’t stay here, my Mom’s just buying food from the
coffee shop. She asked me to wait here for her.” She looked back down at her phone. Hongxu frowned.
He wanted her to talk to him. He looked over her shoulder at her screen. She was playing a game, it
looked very complicated.
“What kind of game is that?”
“Princess dress up. Do you want to try?”
“Ew no! That’s not fun! I know a better game!”
“What is it?”
They played it all the time, him and Harris. They would knock on someone’s door and before the door
swung open, they’d run off giggling. Hongxu remembered when they tried knocking on the fierce Uncle’s
door, Harris got caught because he had slipped on his slippers. He couldn’t play with Harris for a week
after that.
They stood in front of the first door. The windows were open; there had to be someone inside. “An old
lady lives inside here. I always see her selling tissue paper at the market.” He knocked on the door.
Silence. “Nevermind, maybe she got hearing problem. We go try another one!”

A neighbourhood in Tiong Bahru
Malay for “elder sister”. It can also be used as a term of address for someone older.
8 Hokkien for “nosy child”
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Loud music played from inside of the other unit. Hongxu’s brother went there sometimes. His brother’s
friend, Adam, lives there. Sometimes he sees his brother and Adam smoking at the staircase. Adam had
made him promise not to tell Mommy about it, but it was not like he would have — he knows if he does
so he sure kena hoot9 by his brother.
“It’s your turn!”
Ashley wrung her hands, “I don’t like this game.”
“Don’t be scaredy cat lah!”
The girl raised her arm, pausing before gently knocking on the wooden surface. Hongxu grabbed her arm
as the door flew open. They lurched forward, scrambling along the tight corridors, clumsily falling behind
a pillar as a deep voice behind them shouted, “Si gin nah10!” They laughed, legs shaking, breaths coming
in short gasps. Heng11 ah, they didn’t get caught.
“Ashley! What are you doing? Didn’t I tell you to stay at the playground? I’ve been looking all over for
you!”
A sharp tone interrupted their play time. Hongxu looked up to see a woman. He guessed it must be
Ashley’s Mommy. Ashley’s Mommy was very pretty too. She wore a dress like Ashley, but she was
wearing heels and makeup. His Mommy never wore makeup, except when she went for job interviews.
Seeing her Mommy, Ashley stood up to greet her. Hongxu decided it was best to just sit on the floor and
watch quietly.
“You even dirtied your new dress,” the woman scowled, bending down to try to smooth out the creases
on Ashley’s dress. Hongxu thought Ashley’s Mommy was scary.
“We were just playing Mommy!” Ashley whined, she looked at Hongxu. “Hongxu was showing me this
game! We knocked on doors and ran off before they opened the door. So we knocked on this door and the
door opened and this guy screamed at us and then we ran so fast!” The woman stared at him.
“You know better than to mingle with rowdy little gangsters!” the woman took Ashley’s hand and pulled
her closer to her side as she turned and walked away, dragging the girl along with her. Hongxu looked
down. He could feel everything. The dirt under his soles. His sweaty palms, greasy hair. He felt the
weight of the iron man shirt Mom had bought for him from the pasar malam12. He felt the hardness of his
plastic slippers, the holes in his shorts.
“Children like him end up in jail. You don’t want to be like that, right?”

Hokkien for “get beaten up”
10 Hokkien for “naughty child”
11 Hokkien for “lucky”
12 Malay for “night market”
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Hongxu knew Jalan Klinik like the back of his hand. He knows that the boy downstairs helps to take care
of his Grandma because his Daddy left them for his new girlfriend and Mommy works till ten everyday.
He knows the Uncle upstairs lives alone because his children don’t visit him anymore. He knows how the
boy next door is always getting scolded by his parents. He knows that the girl on the first floor shares a
bed with her four older siblings.
He knew everything about Jalan Klinik, but he knew nothing of the world outside.
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吞 — Swallow
吞－Swallow
/tūn/ˈswɒləʊ/
noun
1. a migratory swift-flying songbird.
Jiayi did not typically dress up this nicely, much less for a 3 hour road trip, but oftentimes the
destination proved more important than the journey.
She remembered her mother’s nagging over the clothes she packed. “Make sure you dress
nicely ah, you’ll be seeing your cousins and aunties again.”
She looked down at her neatly pressed skirt, uncomfortable and slightly crumpled. Her younger
sister, Xinyi, was fast asleep and drooling on her shoulder. She never bothered to dress up,
always shirt and shorts and sandals, but it was all right. Jiayi didn’t expect her to understand.
Her maternal grandparents’ house was a modest bungalow with a chicken coop and a few
domesticated stray dogs. They visited every school holiday. She always planned her arrival
outfit carefully, to look sophisticated but not overdone; presentable, but certainly with a few
creases here and there to tell of the long drive up from Singapore.
Her relatives would greet them upon their arrival, the aunts cooing over her and her sister, “Look
how pretty she’s dressed!” and “How tall you’ve grown!”, and the occasional “Studying hard
right? Good time for a break, this school holiday.”
Where Singapore was all concrete and traffic and noise, Malaysia was a welcome silence,
interspersed with chatter in dialect she did not understand and long, empty hours. A lethargy
would settle over her later, she knew, and she would nap, play with her cousins, eat dinner and
go to sleep. No homework and no revision to be concerned with.
It was a simpler lifestyle, one she envied, but she never asked to stay too long.

verb
1. cause or allow something to pass down the throat.
a. put up with or meekly accept.
b. resist expressing or uttering.
They arrived in the late afternoon.
Jiayi dragged her sleepy younger sister by the wrist, to the living room where the altar stood,
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“Time to greet Ah Gong and Ah Mah.”
The smell of incense was overwhelming. The buddha statue smiled at her from on top of the
altar, in between oranges and sweet offerings, candles and incense.
Suppressing the prickling behind her eyes, Jiayi picked four sticks from the jar and lit them, two
for Xinyi, two for herself.
Silence. The Tan siblings bowed their heads in respect to their grandparents. Jiayi would have
liked to be fervent in her prayer, but what to pray for? Why would she, when her life was good,
she could go to school and have nice things? Today she made conversation.
I’m home, Ah Gong, Ah Mah.
Yes, I’ve eaten.
I’ve been doing okay - straight A’s in every subject, except for Chinese. I know...sorry.
It’s fine, I’ll do my best. I have to go now, goodbye.
She always prayed in English. She amused herself with what her grandparents would have to
say once they heard her butcher their language; her pronunciation was clumsy, and her
vocabulary limited.
She quickly left the altar, fearing to bump into her relatives whilst on her own.
If there was any part of the trip she hated, it was dredging up the language she saved only for
her mother tongue oral examinations. Every syllable bruised her tongue and cheeks, either too
sharp or too rotund in her mouth, coiled up inky blank, burrowing into her intestines. A pit in her
Stomach.
Regrettably, the language was always a public wrestle with the culture she was trying to love.
Thrashing and kicking and unsightly. She rarely made conversation with her cousins and
relatives anymore - what if she could not form the words?
If only they’d learn proper English, she thought.
Whenever she heard her cousins bantering in rapid-fire, fluid Mandarin, a nagging loneliness
would overcome her, until she convinced herself she did not have to bother. The trip was only a
few days anyway. But the emptiness she swallowed always lingered long after she left.
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verb
2. take in and cause to disappear; engulf.
She decided to go to bed early. Xinyi and her boy cousins were playing just outside her room.
As she listened to the childish shrieks and chatter outside her room, accompanied by the soft
clicking of the spinning fan above and distant sounds of adults talking, she began to doze off.
Then, she heard her name being mentioned.
“Xinyi, where’s your sister?”
“She went to sleep. She’s no fun,” Jiayi heard her sister reply.
“She used to play with us a lot more, but don’t you think she’s gotten super stiff?”
Murmurs of agreement.
“Mm, what’s with the clothes she’s wearing? It’s so hot out, and it looks uncomfortable. How can
she come to Malaysia but not expect to sweat?
“Singaporeans only know how to speak nicely, dress up nicely, but don’t know how to play, or
eat, or speak dialect-” It was cut off by laughter, sharp and sudden and piercing through her
chest. She could not breathe.
That’s not true.
“It’s true. It’s for show,” Xinyi interrupted and, how dare she, agreed. “But it’s not her fault.”
The discussion turned to another topic, as children often moved on from one toy to another that
piqued their interest.
Jiayi felt as if she had been slapped in the face twice, once by her cousins, and again by her
younger sister. Was she too Singaporean? She looked at the crisp clothes she’d painstakingly
chosen, the nice ones, folded neatly and stacked beside her bed, and felt the colour in her face
rise. She could not look at them.
Suddenly, she was ten thousand miles away, across the border, nothing more than a speck in
the distance, small and insignificant. Rejected, mourning the loss of something she never had.
She wanted to go home, but where was home? Home was Singapore and home was Malaysia.
She had lost her way, and the rich smells of incense and cooking food and wet grass threatened
to choke her.
This was home, and home did not want her.
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Next Station Dakota
All tenants will have to move out of their existing rental flats by 31 Dec 2016.
Ah Gong13 never read further than that. In the sixties, his family had moved from their attap house to a
brick-red Dakota Crescent flat. He remembers fighting with the other kids over marbles, screams and
laughter filling the air.
They are now shadowy memories, he mused, gone with the winds of time.
But he never forgets the squealing of wheels against the train tracks, now replaced by silent efficiency and
the hollow compensation of air-conditioned carriages.
He stares out the carriage window, furrowing his eyebrows. The flats are too tall, traffic too loud, glass
office buildings too glaring in the sun. He shouldn’t have moved in with his son; Buona Vista is too far
from home.
~Please mind the platform gap~
The door slides open, inviting in men dressed in long sleeved collar shirts and stiff black pants. Ah Gong
wrinkles his nose, watching the faceless people reeking of cologne. He thinks he saw his son leave for
work like that.
He tilts his head back, watching the trees whizz by. He used to climb those kinds of saga trees, once,
when he still had the skip in his step. But somehow the scene never changes – tall office buildings passing
by, immaculate condominiums entering on the right.
“Excuse,” he stammers. “Excuse ah14,” he anxiously taps the shoulder of the man sitting next to him.
“Train goes to Dakota? I live there.” The man looks back quizzically. “Yes, yes. Just a couple stops
more.” Ah Gong nods slowly, his sudden fear subsiding. “You shouldn’t travel so far, uncle,” the man
points to Ah Gong’s lanyard, “you might get lost.” Suddenly, Ah Gong’s cheeks burn with rage, but he
relents. He knows what the card hanging at his chest says. People with Special Needs. Dementia. He rips
the lanyard off his neck. “I know where my home is. It’s not here.”
*
He shuffles his feet along the long pathway of Dakota Crescent, stretching his arms out, feeling the wind
glide past him playfully. The familiar reassurance of short cream-coloured brick buildings brings forth
life’s offerings of beautiful melodies. The birds chirp louder, the crickets shrill higher, the Sun more
forbearing. His body feels lighter, as if he is being lifted off, slowly but surely, and -
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Chinese for “grandfather”
filler word in Singaporean slang
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“Oh!” He finds the skip in his step once again, laughing. He can’t remember the last time he laughed so
freely. But it can’t be more than just a few days ago, when he last sat in the kopitiam15 across his home
with Ah Meng, his friend.
Ah Gong stops, jolted from his daydream. He didn’t see Ah Meng’s kopitiam with the dirty checkered tile
walls riddled with faded red plastic chairs on the way here. In fact, didn’t the place seem brand new,
refurbished, without the smell of freshly brewed kopi16? No, no, it can’t be. Ah Meng must be in his
house.
He crosses over to the corner house on the first floor, uncertain. He looks around him, tentative, scared,
like a defenseless child awaiting his dreaded punishment. He can’t hear the children playing. He can’t see
anyone. He can’t find Ah Meng. If I wait, maybe…
“The children will come back from school, Ah Meng will get up from his nap to drink kopi with me. I
just… need to wait.” Ah Gong’s voice breaks, his chin trembling as he turns his head from side to side.
The place is silent, palm trees still, tire swings at the playground unmoving, unresponsive to his pleas.
“Uncle?”
He perks up and exhales slightly. He recognises that voice. It’s the little girl playing with country erasers,
the little girl who slides down the concrete slide, the little girl who ritually chases his tabby cat, Ginger.
“Uncle!”
“Pei Yao ah,” he turns and leans down, arms wide open to receive the expected hug,
“Where’s your father?” The hug does not come. The little girl isn’t playing with country erasers.
Instead, the woman before him gives a sympathetic, almost patronising look to him.
“Uncle, everyone’s grown up now. We’ve moved on. Why can’t you?” Ah Gong shoots her an accusatory
look. “What are you saying!” The woman sighs and shakes her head slowly.
“Uncle, you’ve forgotten and that’s why you keep coming almost every day. I always can’t bear to tell
you the truth, but it’s time you face it. Ah Meng, my father… has been dead for a year. Everyone’s had to
move out long ago.”
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Malay and Hokkien for “coffee shop”
Malay for “coffee”
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Ah Gong’s chest tightened, his vision blurring. “But you are just a girl! You… you play at the playground
there!” The woman opens her mouth as if to say more. Instead, she walks over to him, and presses a clear
plastic bag held by green strings holding a milky brown mixture into his hands, before walking away.
Kopi c kosong.
The drink always formed by Ah Meng’s calloused hands stirring against the cup, spoon clattering about
till the evaporated milk spirals and disappears. The drink that was adequately bitter, but held Ah Meng
and him together in this place that meant home and nothing else.
Ah Gong moves over to the iconic dove playground just opposite, where his childhood was mostly spent.
It’s just a prank. I will wait till Ah Meng comes. The ancient tire swing creaks in protest as he rests his
weight upon it. Where are the children? Where is everyone? He blinks the tears away. At least I can drink
Ah Meng’s kopi. He brings the straw to his lips.
The first drop reaches his tongue –
and he drops the bag.
Too sweet, how the young like it now. His tears cascade uncontrollably, mixing in with the kopi spilled
on the sand, now already spreading, the damage irreversible.
All is still as he sobs, his chest drawing in and out rapidly, gasping for air in the place he calls home, now
forsaken and him, now –
alone.
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Distance
“Goodness! You’re standing far too near to me!” A woman, her voice far too loud for my eardrums at the
early hour of six. The target of her words moved further away from her, before the bus stumbled on the
road and he frantically grabbed the nearest pole for support – placing his hand on mine.
We both jerked away as if static electricity had sparked between us, so hard and fast that I crashed into
the adjacent person and nearly lost my footing. The other man lurched backwards, his backpack slamming
into the seat behind him, inviting a dirty look from its occupant.
“Sorry, sorry,” he said, his tongue stumbling as he attempted to bow to me in apology.
I hurriedly straightened myself – I could feel people staring – and pretended not to notice.
The man with dark skin and an unfamiliar accent turned away.
“All those foreign workers are so inconsiderate!” The same woman from earlier huffed, and though the
rest of the commuters were quiet, eyes glued to their phones, there was the collective silence of agreement
that ensued. I myself did not speak up, there was something intimidating about having to speak up at
times like these.
Those were people I saw every day, every morning when I left for school, every evening when I returned
home. On the bus, outside the neighbouring condominium that was in its second year of renovation,
seated by the pavement. Bright yellow helmets, orange reflective vests, words of a language never used in
Singapore.
The man whom I had bumped into had his helmet tied to the straps of his backpack. The yellow object
bumped against the zipper constantly, creating a steady rhythm to which I closed my eyes and leaned
against a railing, as much as my school bag would allow me. The bus rumbled along steadily, yet the
sounds of its engine were not enough to drown the grumbles of the other people out.
“他们应该留在家乡，干嘛来这里？烦死人了！17” Clumsily and carelessly spoken words fell from the
mouth of a man two seats down. For someone who clearly had not had much practice with his mother
tongue, he was trying awfully hard to make sure that the foreigners could not understand him.
Something uncomfortable shot through me at that.
Those people who willingly left their homes for places far away like ours. They came to work, to earn
money to send back to their families in their homeland. There was something noble about it, leaving
everything you knew behind for the sake of your loved ones.

17

Chinese for “They should stay at their home country, how irritating!”
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“Excuse me, would you like to sit down? Your bag looks really heavy.” An office lady said, about to
stand up.
Then I saw them outside – a whole line of them seated along the pavement.
I jammed my finger into the bell.
“No thank you, I’m about to get off.”
They were having their breakfast, with their bright yellow helmets on their laps. Some were using their
phones, some were talking amongst themselves, there was one on a video call and waving to his screen
excitedly. Gardenia bread rolls, vanilla and chocolate.
Did they have those every morning?
My breakfast was a ham sandwich, wrapped and in my hand. I tried to ignore the weight of their eyes as I
got off the bus. The other man alighted as well, walking towards the line. His gaze flickered up to meet
mine briefly before he sat down and took out his own bread roll.
“Hey, your shirt what happen? Got hole ah?” An overheard conversation between the two of them.
“Can’t be helped. I also don’t know how to fix.”
“Better fix soon. Later become too big, cannot use.”
“Another day lah. Not important.”
I tried to concentrate on placing one foot in front of the other, walking towards them.
Why did I shy away from these people?
They worked hard for themselves, but worked hard for us too. They were a part of our society, a part of
us.
“Then ah, I tell my kid, I going Singapore, she say ‘Where? China?’” Laughter in response. Something
that warmed my heart.
I stuck out my hand and offered my sandwich to the foreign worker I had met on the bus. Immediately,
the whole lot of them fell silent, all eyes fixated on a single hand stretched out, offering. Giving.
“Sorry about earlier, Uncle. Have this.” I said. My voice sounded too loud.
“No need, miss, I have my own.” He stammered, gesturing to the pathetic thing he called breakfast. He
called me miss, somebody who was obviously much younger than him.
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“Take it, please.”
But it came out all wrong, it sounded as if I was just sympathetic towards them, these people who were
older than me but less well-off, worse still, it sounded as if I looked down on them, as if I had every right
to force him to take something he clearly did not want to. As if I were the more superior one, the one who
had the authority and the position and the power and all those things came crashing down on me in that
single moment and I wished I could take my words back.
I saw it in his eyes, then. The regret.
I straightened up stiffly and left.
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How to Become Singaporean in 7 Days
Thet had 7 days until primary school. She couldn’t stop staring at the stack of books her mother had
brought in the day before, particularly the ones with squiggly lettering on their spines. They reminded her
of hieroglyphics she came across on a Dora the Explorer rip-off back in her hometown, although they
weren’t as intriguing. She couldn’t see herself regurgitating those black, violent, strokes over and over,
much less integrating them into a narrative and much, much less spewing them out from her mouth, in a
classroom for 5 days straight. But she was going to, in 7 days. And she was, hopefully, going to do it
well.
“Thet, could you go to Auntie Muay’s to get your math activity books?” This was the first time her
mother had spoken to her all morning.
“Why can’t you do it yourself?”
“I’m taking care of other things. You’re a good girl right?” She knew that was more of a command than a
question.
She hoped no one would hop into the lift with her. This time, she was lucky. In Yangon, everyone in a
neighbourhood knew everybody else, greetings were everywhere and boisterous house-warming parties
were thrown to welcome anybody new. Now, there seemed to be a “keep quiet” sign hovering above
everyone’s head. Lift rides entailed being confined with someone in asphyxiating silence. It was
unpleasant, but she was starting to get inured to it.
Auntie Muay was a friend of her mother’s, she had migrated to Singapore 10 years ago and lived at the
block adjacent to theirs.
Thet knocked on the mahogany door.
“The mee18! You’re finally here. I need to go out soon, um, here you go.” Thet’s scrawny arms wobbled
under the weight of the books. Auntie Muay donned a smart blouse with trousers, a ways from the garish
shirts plastered with graphic platitudes that she was used to seeing.
“Do you need a trolley?” Thet wanted one, but nobody carried books in trolleys here.
She shook her head.
“O.K. dear,” Auntie Muay paused. Thet knew what was coming, a traditional Burmese greeting: umbrage.
“Dear, you should use more Tanaka19, you look so dark. I think you could fit in just nice with the other
kids if you were lighter.”

Burmese for “daughter”. It can also be used as a term of endearment by seniors to address younger
girls.
19 A cream made from sandalwood that is used by Burmese women for lighter and healthier skin
18
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She had been using Tanaka more than usual ever since she arrived in Singapore. She could have sworn
she saw results, so she didn’t know what Auntie Muay was harping on about. Besides, she was already
fitting in well, since no one seemed bothered. Auntie Muay was always a comedian. Thet never liked her.
The next four days were spent tidying everything up, well at least for her mother. She spent it on
improving her Chinese pronunciation. She had learnt Chinese a few years prior in Burma, under the
guidance of another friend of mother’s, Chen Laoshi20. Thet’s mother decided to enrol her daughter in
Chen’s class, knowing that they would make a big move to Singapore soon. Thet knew she wouldn’t have
a problem with writing because she topped the class almost all the time. What she was worried about was
how she would sound. However, she figured that her practising with various tutorials on YouTube would
suffice. In fact, she had even gotten the finer intonations down, although that required her to stay at
home for the entire week.
Hence, she wanted this day to be different: she thought it was time to gear up some courage. If she was
going to interact with Singaporean children, she might as well start small. She throttled down to the
playground, in hopes of finding new friends. She hoped one of them had a dog she could play with.
A group of sweaty girls had gathered around in their own circle.
“Black and white! Ok, you catcher.”
“Hello.” The children turned to look at Thet.
“Can I play too?” The children stole quick glances at one another, Thet caught a grimace on one of the
girl’s faces. She reckoned she was seeing things. They flashed a quick smile at Thet before walking away
from her collectively. Thet took a few steps towards them.
She stopped.
“Eh who she ah? Never see her before leh.”
“I think she is the new neighbour, Ma said they from overseas one.”
“Eeyer, so hairy sia, why so weird one?”
Thet didn’t know whether or not to break it to them that she learned Chinese.
She had two more days to ready herself. Her mother had gone grocery shopping which left her alone at
home. This was her final chance. She grabbed a stool into the bathroom to access a package of waxing
strips on the top shelf of the bathroom cupboard and began.
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Chinese for “teacher”
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She had seen her mother do this before, peeling the strips in half and rubbing them towards the direction
of hair growth on her limbs and pulling against it afterwards. It seemed easy enough until she got to the
last step.
Rip.
Electrifying convulsions ran across her arm. It was worse than salt poured onto a laceration, or scraping a
knee on rocky asphalt. Her skin glowed red under the condescending bathroom lamp and dollops of blood
had started budding from her pores.
She sat in the bathroom until her mother came back.
“What have you done?” her mother shrieked. Thet lifted her mucous-stained face and shook her head. Her
mother sighed and went out of the bathroom, coming back with a bottle of petroleum jelly. There were no
questions asked as her mother applied the creamy concentrate on her abraded arm and Thet found it
unusual. Her mother seemed distant, reminiscent almost.
“Thet, you can do this when you’ve grown up. Your skin is still soft, your hairs are still fine and tame,
don’t ruin this just to please others,” was all she said. Thet nodded.
Though, when turned to the mirror, she saw a brown-faced, hairy mammoth. One that no one would ever
be pleased by.
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Tuition Centre
Today, my mother gave me a lunchbox. It was always brown rice with chin choy and black fungus, but
today there was a special side dish of steamed chicken. My mother always says that I must eat healthy so
I can be smarter and grow taller.
She said, “Ah-ming, today you don’t go home after school. You come with me to my interview. I’m
going to get interviewed for a job!”
I wrote once in my English composition that my mother’s face bloomed like a flower when she smiled,
and my teacher had frowned and said it was cliched. My mother did not appreciate flowery similes like
that. She had seen my marks written in red on the front cover and looked me in the eyes and told me it
was not enough that I was average in my class in English because I was different from the rest of them
and I had to do better, my parents had worked so hard to come here in hopes for a better life for
themselves and myself, and I had to seize the opportunities that she never had. Her face had contorted in a
painful and horrible way, and she had gone into her room.
But my mother’s face bloomed when she talked about her interview, then, like a peony. She liked
peonies, like the ones all the mainland China film stars wore in the 80s. I did not know them, of course,
only of her wistful talk of the old days. She would gaze far into the distance when she did, as if peering
into the distant past.
My mother was not there waiting for me after school today, as she always did, face ruddy and hair
glistening with sweat, gaudy umbrella and shopping cart in hand, the very picture of a Singaporean
housewife until you spoke to her and discovered she did not quite sound “Singaporean”. The cart would
often be stuffed full of plastic bags filled with fruit and bok choy and roast meat and fish and sometimes a
takeaway container of char kway teow or chicken rice for me, but she never had any for herself. So I
stood at the school gate and watched the parents pass by, some in sunglasses and tank tops, some in
slippers, collared shirts, speaking an assortment of rapid-fire Hokkien, Cantonese, Tamil, standard
English, but if you closed your eyes they would all blend together, somehow, into a symphony of sounds.
All of them were towing their children tightly in hand, as if they were some precious commodities they
could not afford to let go of.
A woman walked by and I did not recognise her until she opened her mouth and said, “Ah-ming! Hurry
up, I’m running late.” My mother had bright red lipstick on and her face looked unreal, like the poster girl
for one of those neon bus stop advertisements for chicken essence and its miraculous brainpower-boosting
effects, which was oddly fitting for her, considering she had always been proud of her academic
achievements, back when she was young. I had never seen my mother wear makeup.
We arrived at the interview a few minutes late. There was a woman who looked to be a few years younger
than my mother sitting opposite us.
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“Hello,” said my mother, in English, with a stilted accent. Not Singaporean, it screamed. ”This is my
son.” The other woman’s pristinely painted lips curved up at me in a distorted imitation of my mother’s
own, chapped ones.
The woman asked something I could not register. “I have Masters,” I heard my mother say.
“Masters in Mathematics.” The words came out of her mouth with an awkward rhythm, like the unsteady
steps of a baby still learning how to walk. The interviewer’s expression shifted minutely, and her lips
grew thin. I thought she rather looked like she wanted to pull a face. It was understandable. My friends
had laughed when my mother tried to speak to them in English. They said they way she talked was
“funny”.
“Where is this qualification from, ma’am?” the interviewer asked, patiently.
“Qing-hua University. In China.” My mother spoke, slowly, and her voice wavered just slightly. I could
trace with my eyes a lingering drop of sweat that rolled down the side of her face. She always prided
herself on obtaining a Masters from one of the top universities in her homeland; but she had never done
anything with it, anyway, ever since coming to Singapore. I wondered why she was trying to get a job
with it now of all times, after twenty years of this.
Their voices buzzed on, and on.
“Will you be able to utilise English adequately to communicate with students, ma’am? Our tuition centre
needs teachers who can speak fluent English.” The interviewer’s crisp voice came into sharp focus,
suddenly.
My mother was silent for a while. She seemed to be trying to comprehend what was being said. I could
hear the soft whine of the air conditioner and the absolute silence that was not silent at all, that buzzed in
your ears like a thousand mosquitoes and seemed to permeate one’s very being. I wished it would stop.
My mother’s hands curled, and uncurled in their positions.
She stuttered, finally, “Yes… I...know English… no problem for me. I --”
She did not finish the sentence, because the interviewer said something else after that. The interviewer’s
painted lips curved down and grew ever so thin.
We went home, after that.
My mother said, “Ah-ming, go into your room and rest.”
I asked if she was going to teach me Math Olympiad, like she always did on Fridays. She said, “No, Ahming,” and her voice trembled slightly. “I have to make dinner.”
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Later there was the sudden sound of a loud crash. I peeked through my door. My mother had dropped the
plate of chin choy she was holding. But then she picked it up, silently, and walked back into the kitchen.
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Beverly
On sleepy Saturday afternoons, the kitchen would smell of onions and nail polish.
She would sit, alone, on the step between the kitchen and the toilet - bottle and brush in hand, one foot on
a cheap plastic stool that boy boy tiptoed upon in the mornings, so that he could see his face in the mirror
while brushing his teeth. The aroma of fried onions, left over from lunch, would linger in the humid air. It
pressed down around her, mixing with the lacquer, and always made her feel slightly light-headed.
She never once painted her nails in the kitchen without thinking of home. It was such a mindless activity
that her thoughts could not help but drift back to her husband and little boy. They were always there,
anyway, behind the shopping lists and tuition timings (must remember - pick boy boy at 7:30 to go piano
class!) Only when bathed in the lazy heat that radiated in would they surface, and she could miss them
properly.
That afternoon, she had other things to ponder - it would be the Tans’ reunion dinner the next evening,
and she had better start preparing. Ma’am had canceled off day that Sunday because of it - remittance
money could wait another week. Could it, though? She worried about it helplessly. Only two months into
the job, she would rather not make Ma’am mad.
She admired her gleaming toenails in the sunlight for a minute, then she stood up.
At the market, there was a long queue at the fish stall. When the haggling aunties had gone, what
remained was a very limited selection. An impatient demand greeted her. “Lai, which one?”
“You..got fresh one?”
“This one fresh, you faster take, I closing shop already.”
“But...just now I hear you say to the other lady this one not fresh, take the other one.”
“Haiyah, you - you hear wrong already lah.” The stall owner exhaled sharply. “Ai mai?”
“My Ma’am will be angry…”
“You go other shop and see if they got fresh codfish now. People reunion dinner tomorrow, confirm bao
gar liao.” The stall owner reached for a cane, ready to pull the shutters - a gesture that shouted “shoo”.
She turned. Then she heard the mutter from behind, “Walau, this maid xian zai cai lai. Must be newly
ship from Philippines.”
She did not understand fully, but the words still cut her somewhere, and she quickened her footsteps.
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True enough, most shutters were shut, and she returned not with Siew Leng’s request of codfish and pork,
but instead pig’s head and chicken liver - it was all that was left. Singaporeans did not usually consume
those parts of the animal.
As she set the bags down on the kitchen counter, she thought of home, again. There was a knot in her
stomach - unable to cook Ma’am’s requested dishes, she would cook one she knew best. Back home, they
loved her cooking, so there was no reason the family would not take kindly to it.
The next evening, she laid the dishes, including a steaming pot of soup and bowls of rice. No one helped
her set the table. Boy boy had drained his iPad’s battery, and he was bawling. Siew Leng and Kheng Hock
sat on the sofa, the mother busy trying to distract their five-year-old, who would not stop crying and
struggling in his mother’s arms - he was unused to being held by his parents.
“Haiyoh, Kayden, don’t cry already… Lao gong, you handle your son can or not?”
“Kayden,” warned the boy’s father, without looking up from his laptop. Then, as an afterthought,
“Enough already.”
Siew Leng sighed irritably. She craned her neck. “Beh-berly, you finish already? Can jaga Kayden? I
need to make-up a bit, New Year must look nicer.” The mother set her son down, heading for her room.
“Yes, Ma’am.”
She laid the last set of chopsticks, and sat down next to the boy. “Boy boy, don’t cry already.” She ruffled
his hair, wiped his tear-stained cheeks. “Let’s play game.”
She began to sing. “Leron-leron sinta, buko ng papaya, dala-dala’y buslo, sisidlan ng bunga, pagdating
sa dulo’y21...” It was a simple clapping game that boy boy had since gotten the hang of a few weeks ago.
Momentarily, the warmth of his tiny palm against her callused hand seemed to fill something missing
inside of her. For a minute, she was home.
The game ended when Siew Leng returned to the living room. The family began their dinner as she
headed to the back of the kitchen. Then she heard the exclamation from the living room.
“Aiyoh! What’s that?”
She turned. “Sisig, Ma’am.”
“What is si-sik? I thought I told you to cook codfish?”
She paused. “Not fresh, Ma’am.”

21

A Filipino folk song
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“Why you go so late?”
“You didn’t tell me what time, Ma’am…” She spoke quietly.
Tsk. “What’s this?” She poked at the meat.
“Pig head and chicken liver.”
“Hah?” Siew Leng reeled instinctively.
Suddenly, she became acutely aware of the sickness that had begun to fester in her stomach.
“I just want the soup.” The boy whined.
“You can’t just drink-” Siew Leng sighed again exasperatedly. “This dish from your country ah?”
Something hot and thick melted upwards quickly into her head. “It’s really not bad, Ma’am.”
“Chinese New Year we eat Chinese food lah, Beh-berly…” Siew Leng shook her head in dismay.
Finally Kheng Hock broke the silence. “Don’t be so hard on her, Leng. But next time, Bev, don’t need to
cook all these kind of Filipino things. Come, sit down and eat with us.”
So she sat. And she ate. But each mouthful tasted sour and bitter and burnt all at once, and the more she
ate, the greater the chasm in the pit of her stomach grew, until she could swallow no more.
After dinner, the family watched television on the sofa. Their laughter muffled from behind her, she
walked along the corridor to the communal dustbin, and scraped the untouched sisig into the emptiness
below.
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Irene
If there was one thing Irene hated about the application WeChat, it was the fact that you could never
change your username. So she was essentially stuck with a string of letters that consistently reminded her
of her days spent mindlessly reciting English words in an attempt to increase her vocabulary. Ever since
she stepped onto this island, whenever someone had asked for her WeChat account, she would promptly
offer to search up the other party’s username instead, just so that she could keep hers hidden for a little
longer.
Perhaps the mechanical regurgitation had been somewhat useful, for that she did score well in her English
exams back when she was in China, and those near-perfect numbers eventually brought her here. Here
where the air is fresh, the roads are clear of litter, and there was even the occasional squirrel that would
run by.
Things that never existed in her hometown.
Of course being far away from home also has its inconveniences. For instance, on this evening meant for
reunion, she’s left sitting alone in her apartment. At least technology could close the distance, she thought
as she replied “yes” to her mother’s request for a video call.
“Happy New-Year Ma.”
“Happy New-Year Lin!” Her mother was in the midst of a family gathering, and had to raise her voice a
bit to be heard above the noise.
She frowned, “Ma, call me Irene. I told you I don’t like that childish name.” Lin spends her days doing
nothing but studying just in hopes of reaching that one tiny goal, while Irene always has the situation
under control. Irene doesn’t like the feeling of being pushed to her limits without even knowing whether
she’ll succeed or not. She doesn’t like Lin.
“Eye-ring?” The women tried to mimic her daughter but quickly gave up. “You’re still our baby girl
regardless of age ah, Lin.”
If this were any other day Irene would’ve went through her logic with her mother, but she didn’t want to
ruin the festival, so she kept quiet. Her mother went on to pass the phone to other family members in the
room, who bombarded her with questions about the equatorial country.
She was explaining how the Singaporean school system works to her aunt when her younger cousin
squeezed herself into the frame, brimming with excitement. “Hi 姐姐22, I have an English name now!
You can call me Cherry!”
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Chinese for “big sister”
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Her aunt spoke before she could react, “Lin, why don’t you speak English with your cousin? It will be
good practice for her.”
Irene sighed. Family gatherings were also never short of children who’d like to show off their newfound
knowledge, or their parents who’d like their children to do so. She wasn’t against it, but she really wished
that they would at least have some common sense. What sort of person names themselves after a fruit?
It’s this kind of moments that make her thankful that her family wasn’t with her here. They’d probably
end up making a fool out of themselves.
Cherry spoke like a typical Chinese student, stressing on every syllable and trying to pronounce
everything correctly, only ending up speaking with a distinct accent. Irene once spoke like that too, but
she realised the difference between her and the native speakers the first day she stepped into the new
country, and had been trying to change it ever since.
The accent convinced Irene that she was speaking to another one of those middle-of-the-road students
who had unrealistic dreams that they were some English genius. It was common in her hometown, where
people studied English so passionately as if it was some sort of key to all of life’s problems.
Maybe it was, considering she used it to leave that little town.
But she was sure that Cherry was getting nowhere with it. And seeing Cherry, completely oblivious to her
shortcomings and blissfully content with the current situation, frustrated her.
The frustration came to its peak when Cherry said, “One day I’ll come to study in Singapore just like
you!”
At that point she desired nothing more than to burst Cherry’s bubble, but still she couldn’t make things
too obvious, so she asked, “Have you read Shakespeare’s plays? I really liked how Old English works.”
She was lying. She had to read one of them for school and the unfamiliar language conventions gave her a
headache from start to end. Yet in this situation it was the most sophisticated piece of literary work she
could recall to show Cherry how far away she was from true English.
To her surprise, Cherry’s eyes lit up at the mention of Shakespeare. “I didn’t know you liked it also! The
language is a bit difficult for me so I’ve been using a dictionary, and……”
Whatever she said after that, Irene did not register. She felt as if she was back in her stuffy secondary
school classroom, dreaming that one day she’d be looked up to for her abilities, but knowing well that she
was painfully average for everything except for the fact that she was a bit more resilient than the rest.
So she slept less than everyone and read more than everyone. She spoke with that Chinese accent, she
learnt by memorising pages of the dictionary, and she did so many practice papers in order to know how
to answer every type of questions by heart. English became her strong suit. Slowly she became the top in
the class, then the level, then finally she was given that opportunity she fought for to come here. It was
here where she found a whole new side of the world, and herself.
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But maybe she had forgotten the side she was originally from.
“Ah, could I get your WeChat ID?” Cherry looked up from her phone. “I can’t tell who you are in the
group chat……”
“Sure, it’s ‘linlovesenglish’, all lowercase.” Lin said with a smile.
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Auntie Siti
She relished her silent walks to the school everyday, because it was- for once- quiet and peaceful. She had
never liked being alone before, until she experienced what it was like to be surrounded by constant noise,
constant tasks, constant nagging. Consequently, she learnt to appreciate the rare moments where she
could be in the presence of only herself and her thoughts. These instances did not last long, though, and
she soon arrived at the school entrance, where the plump, red-faced little boy was waiting for her. Jason
flung his school bag into her arms immediately, and she readily caught it, the immense weight of it no
longer catching her by surprise like it used to. Hitching the bag onto her shoulders, she quickened her
pace to keep up with the springy-stepped boy as he bounded out of the school gates.
They stopped by the market on the way home. “Auntie, it’s very smelly! Hurry up!” Jason kept whining.
She tried to drown out his voice by paying attention to the bustling noise of the market, to no avail. She
picked out a bunch of vegetables and handed it to the stall owner, together with a two-dollar note. The
stall owner’s eyebrows furrowed and he said something that, she assumed, was in chinese. She stared at
him blankly like a deer in the headlights, not knowing how to respond, and nudged the vegetables towards
him again. He clicked his tongue in annoyance, repeating what he said before at a louder volume, as
though she could understand it any better now. “Aiya aunty, he said it’s three dollars, two dollars not
enough!” Jason rolled his eyes at her. “Oh,” she nodded, passing more money to him before ambling off
with Jason at her tail.
As she stepped into the house- she had never called it ‘home’, it was more of a workplace that she slept
in, after all, she did have her own home back in Philippines-, a shrill squawk ambushed her thoughts.
“Siti, you stupid ah? You mixed up Jason’s clothes with Sir’s clothes again! Can you use your brain or
not?” Ma’am screeched in her face. “Sorry Ma’am,” she nodded, “I change,” she muttered, before
skittering away. “Stupid,” Jason echoed his mother, as he pointed at Siti.
She hurried into her room, with its peeling walls and dusty cupboard, realising for a brief moment that she
cleaned the whole house daily, but never her own room. Still, when she shut the door behind her, time
seemed to stop, and she felt a sense of relief wash over her as the sounds from outside it muted into
indistinguishable muttering. She picked up a faded photograph from under her pillow, tracing a finger
over her daughter’s and son’s smiling faces. She looked at this picture every day, and every day she told
herself- she needed this money, she could not let them down. From behind the closed door, she faintly
heard Jason talking to his mother, and thought of her own son, five years younger than Jason. She sighed.
A life of menial and mundane chores was worth it if it meant creating better lives for her family. When
dinnertime came around, she started setting up the table. “Siti, this fish very expensive, you don’t eat ah,”
Sir stated while piling large pieces of the fish onto Jason’s plate. Siti stared at the fish. She wanted to ask
why she couldn’t eat it, since she bought it and she cooked it.
Instead, she nodded.
Halfway through dinner, Ma’am sat up suddenly, with a look of immense purpose painted on her face,
and looked into Siti’s eyes with such intensity that she could not help but glance away. “Siti, we forgot to
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tell you, just now we put cameras in the house ah, just to... just to make sure lah. One in your room, one
in our room…”
Siti couldn’t hear what ridiculous reasons Ma’am had for justifying what they did, all she heard was “we
don’t trust you, we don’t trust you”. She wanted to scream, to tell them that they had no right putting
cameras in her room, no right to infringe on her already limited privacy in the house. She opened her
mouth to respond, but all that came out was silence. Her friends had told her this before, she understood
that compliance was key, if she said ‘yes’ to everything, she would be fine. If she retaliated, she would
either get less pay, or might even get fired. She desperately needed the money.
So, she nodded.
That night, as she closed her room door behind her, she no longer felt the sense of relief that she usually
did. Eyes were all around her, watching her every move, waiting for her to make a mistake. Her phone
rang beside her. She answered the video call, and her daughter’s face, albeit blurry, soothed her nerves
within seconds. They talked about schoolwork for a while, the Tagalog they spoke was like the pleasant
sound of leaves crunching beneath her feet, a nice change from the way her employers spoke. Their heavy
Singaporean accents always made her feel like she was being attacked.
“Masaya ka ba23?”
Her daughter asked her this same question every time they video called each other, and each time Siti
would nod, and nod, and nod. But this time, Siti looked at her own face on the screen, into her worn-out
eyes, and saw only defeat. She looked into her daughter’s hopeful eyes and felt only defeat. She’d done
enough nodding and complying for a lifetime. She closed her eyes and shook her head, she shook her
head so violently that she felt her whole body shaking, as if her head was about to be thrown from her
body. Five years worth of tears she didn’t even know she had been holding back rushed down her face all
at once. She knew that her employers could see her and hear her now, but it was fine.
She wanted them to.

23

Tagalog for “Are you happy?”
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The Jia Ah Lian (The Fake Ah Lian)
“OMG, Jialian, is that you?”
She freezes. It’s been a long time since she heard that name. She quickens her steps, praying that she’ll be
left alone.
“EH! JIALIAN!”
She shrinks in her coat, face red from all the glances she knows she’s receiving. Why would you follow me
here?
She sighs, turning reluctantly. Her eyes fixate on a girl with jet-black hair, standing out from the sea of
light brown. She recognises the small dark brown eyes and yellow skin. A face very much like her own, at
least under all the makeup. She recalls a name, Eng Bee, from Zhonghua Secondary School.
She forces a smile. “Hi, no, I go by Bethany now. So… that’s not me!”
“Wah Bethany sia… I still go by Eng Bee HAHA.”
“I can tell.” Evidently, Eng Bee hasn’t changed one bit.
“I cannot believe I met you eh, in Britain some more!”
“Yes, what a coincidence.”
“You look so different sia, I barely recognised you leh. But how can I not know my Jiǎ24 Ah Lian25!”
Her eyebrow twitches. She forces another smile. That was her nickname back in her birth country, used to
make fun of her for not being the typical Singaporean girl. But who would want to be one, right?
Still, it made her sound awful. Maybe this distasteful nickname was what made her want to leave. Or
maybe it was the rowdy classmates and kiasu aunties. Or the never-ending heat. There were so many
reasons.
She tries to block out the girl, but the piercing loud voice and wild gestures, as well as the attention they
drew, make it extremely hard. How she wishes she could cover Eng Bee’s mouth and silence her for a
second— but what would that reflect about her? She doesn’t want to live up to that nickname. Instead, she
quickens her pace even more.

Jiǎ (假) is Chinese for “fake”
A Hokkien term commonly used in Singapore to describe a female who is typically loud, crude,
distasteful, gangster-like and who speaks bad English
24

25
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Eng Bee somehow manages to keep up, now following her down the block. Eventually, she gives up. All
that walking fast hurt her feet. She curses at her high-heel boots. If only she was tall. Then she could be
like everyone here, then she wouldn’t have to wear them, then she could outwalk Eng Bee.
“Since you so ang moh26 now, bring me to a nice restaurant leh!”
She hesitates. She definitely doesn’t want to have dinner with Eng Bee, but turning her down would be
rude.
She looks down at her Daniel Wellington watch. It’s a gift from her sister, who claimed “Seiko is better,
get expensive but lousy brand for what?”, but nevertheless still surprised her with it. Although it isn’t her
desired model or colour, she still loves it. It always reminds her of family, and is the one thing she wears
every day, no matter how the bright red clashes with her outfit.
“Fine… But we need to hurry, the dinner crowd is coming!”
They rush towards a nearby five-star restaurant, but a queue had already formed. They wait while Eng
Bee flips through the menu.
“Wah, what should I get?”
“Well, I like Poussin Chicken.”
“Chicken rice?”
“What? No!”
“Tender and juicy chicken served with fragrant rice and greens, topped with delicious sauce. Not chicken
rice meh?” Eng Bee’s loud voice resonates in the street.
“Shh! And no, it’s different. Really. Not chicken rice. How can it be?”
“You sure not?”
Before she can reply, a blonde man behind them sneered, “Looks like someone needs to go back to school
to learn some basic English. And manners.”
For some reason, she feels anger rise within her. Why? He’s not exactly wrong. But she sees a flash of
hurt in Eng Bee’s eyes. Her jaw clenches. “Excuse me? You’re the one who needs to go to school.”
She takes Eng Bee’s hand and shoots the man a dirty glare. “Let’s go somewhere else.”
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Singlish slang derived from Hokkien, used to refer to “white people”
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She ends up bringing Eng Bee to a special place, a place close to her heart. She found it on a lonely night,
when she was roaming about London, burnt out after work. After that, she found herself coming back
again and again. Maybe because it’s different from other places. Maybe it’s the food, even though it isn’t
very fancy, it feels familiar and never fails to leave her happy.
Maybe it’s because she likes the paper lanterns with the word “福27” that hang by the restaurant’s
doorstep, how they welcomed her and made her feel safe. Or maybe it’s the fact that the restaurant is
always warm and cozy. There are so many reasons.
There, they both have chicken rice. The dish is simple, but today, it tastes different.
“It’s getting late, I should go liao. Hope to see you again soon, Jia- I mean Bethany! Thanks for tonight,
bye!”
She smiles and waves. As she watches the girl with jet-black hair slowly disappear among the sea of light
brown, she feels a pang in her heart, but she can’t figure out why. Suddenly, the thick padding of her coat
isn’t enough to stop her from shivering. She hurries back to her apartment.
Finally, some peace and quiet…
Yet, the silence is deafening. She doesn’t know why. She is happy, happy that the loud girl, who kept
reminding her of everything she wanted to forget, was finally gone. She is thrilled, thrilled at the fact that
she can return to her “dream” life here. After all, wasn’t that what she spent years chasing? An escape
from her birth country, from its people, from what she is.
But that night, she finds herself buying a Singapore Airlines ticket, picking up the phone, dialing the
number she hasn’t reached in a long time. Still, it’s muscle memory and her fingers glide over the screen.
She waits. The line fills with noise, the sound of children screaming and playing, the sound of adults
chatting and finally, a familiar voice.
“Hello?”
Her heart warms. She smiles.
“Ma, it’s me, Jialian. I’m coming home tomorrow. Save a seat at dinner for me ah!”

27

Chinese for “good fortune, luck and happiness”
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Lift
Mrs Leong jammed the button and tapped her heels impatiently. Could this weather get any warmer? She
adjusted her blazer, turned on her phone and checked her schedule. Her daughter, Sue-Ann, should have
just gotten home from ballet, and she had violin lessons in half an hour. She sighed, shifting the heavy
stack of assessment papers in her arms. She had just finished marking them on the MRT home, and SueAnn had made so many repeated mistakes that she almost tore the paper in frustration. She would have to
talk to her on the way to the teacher’s house later.
The lift reached the first floor and the doors shuddered open jerkily. Mrs Leong stepped in, pressed the
button to the twelfth floor, and noticed a flyer stuck on the wall. It was promoting a tuition teacher who
used to teach at Raffles. Hm. Might be better than the current English tuition that Sue-Ann has. Mrs
Leong tore one of the paper slips with the contact number from the flyer.
“Auntie, wait!” She looked up and quickly pressed the open button. A small girl skidded in.
“Thank you, auntie!” She had an infectious smile on her face.
“What floor?”
“Sixth!”
Mrs Leong noted the girl. She was around Sue-Ann’s age.
“Just got home from school? Or tuition?”
“No, I don’t have tuition, I went for a class to do magic tricks!”
Mrs Leong raised her eyebrows. Learning to do magic was a rare and unusual choice of extracurricular
activity for parents to choose. Most parents would have chosen piano or swimming; she herself had
chosen ballet and violin for Sue-Ann. She doubted magic tricks would look appealing on a DSA
application. Furthermore, no tuition at all? She almost scoffed. What were the parents thinking? Did they
really think that their child would be able to outdo the tough competition nowadays? They were
practically setting her up for failure.
Failure.
She had been a failure herself. She had shown promise and talent as a girl, but had given up on ballet
when the pointe shoes bit her feet a little too hard, had given up on the violin when practices were boring
and exhausting. She had regretted her decisions ever since, and hated herself for being a weakling. She
could have given herself a better life.
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Having Sue-Ann was her second chance, the opportunity she had been given to try again. She could not
make the same mistakes again. Maybe it was wrong to treat her daughter as a means to redeem herself.
But weren’t you supposed to apply your own experiences to parenting?
Mrs Leong snapped out of her reverie. “Your mother allow?”
“She said that if I enjoy myself and learn something, then can! I think it’s cool how people can perform
illusions, and it’s really fun to do!” As she spoke, the girl’s smile had nearly reached the corners of her
eyes, and her face was practically lit up with joy.
The pure happiness on her face amazed Mrs Leong, but at the same time, somehow disconcerted her. She
could hardly remember the last time she saw something like that on her daughter’s face. Perhaps it was a
little over a year ago, when Sue-Ann told her about the ukulele lessons that were being offered in school;
she would have to reschedule her other enrichment classes if she signed up. Mrs Leong had refused her
request, arguing that she had to focus on her violin lessons; the violin was a much more prestigious
instrument anyway. She then told her daughter to do her daily one-and-a-half hour of self-practice; she
had better finish her grade 6 by this year if she did not want to disappoint her mother more than she
already had. Sue-Ann’s crestfallen face then might have broken her heart in another world, but she had
long since locked her heart in an iron cage and thrown away the key. Yet, recalling her daughter’s
expression now unsettled her.
Level six.
The lift jolted to a stop.
“Bye auntie!”
Mrs Leong waved bye with a stiff smile. She stared as the door of the flat opened, and a woman wearing a
worn T-shirt and Bermuda shorts stepped out in slippers to welcome her daughter home. The girl started
energetically jabbering away about her day. Mrs Leong could not stop looking as the mother put her arm
around her daughter’s shoulders and led her inside while asking questions, could not stop staring even as
the metal gate of the flat swung shut behind the two close figures. Even as the lift shut and rose, she could
not tear her eyes away from the glass.
They were worlds apart.

Level twelve.
The lift stopped, opened, and released her from her contemplations.
Mrs Leong stepped into the dark flat. The curtains were still drawn in the living room; Sue-Ann had not
bothered to open them. She slipped out of her heels and picked up the ballet shoes discarded on the floor.
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Reaching her daughter's bedroom, she pushed open the door slowly, placed the marked stack of papers on
the floor, and walked around the other stacks of unopened assessment papers. Sue-Ann had already
collapsed on her bed, with her ballet skirt still tied around her waist. Hearing the sound of her mother's
footsteps, she turned over and buried her face in the pillow. She asked, her muffled voice full of dread,
"Do I have to go for lesson now?"
Mrs Leong's throat tightened. "You're tired, right?" She walked over and sat down beside her daughter.
"Go to sleep."
"Are you sure Mum? I thought I have lesson today."
A chime came from her phone. Violin for Sue-Ann in 20 minutes. She looked up at her daughter– her
pride and joy, her flesh and blood.
She reached her hand out, as if to touch her. It stopped short.
She did not deserve her.
She turned her phone over and crumpled the slip of paper.
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A Dollar and Five Cent Coin
Rebecca shifted uncomfortably in her seat. There were still five minutes to two, the time they had agreed
to meet. At least I’m not late. She did not mind waiting; although being her first time at a ‘hipster’ cafe,
the unfamiliarity was unsettling. She diverted her glance to the floor, praying silently that her colleagues
would come soon.
Her blue floral dress gripped her ribs, slowly squeezing the life out of her. Perhaps she had put on weight
again. Would they notice? Disturbed by that possibility, she shifted her focus away, and was suddenly
painfully aware of the numbing throb of her ear lobes as the large rings tugged at them. She felt an urge to
remove them, but decided against it. They had agreed to wear their matching earrings together.
Buy it. They had urged her. She had looked wistfully at her wallet, the notes she had carefully saved to
buy Pa a new bicycle. She had fingered them slowly, before turning to them. Of course. Then they had
taken a wefie down at Orchard Road with their new earrings, which they each immediately posted on
their Instagram stories. It was then that they exchanged accounts. Rebecca had always had their phone
numbers, but there was something reaffirming about following their Instagram. It was like an initiation
into their group. A little childish girl clique. But Rebecca enjoyed it; the excitement of their future
gatherings tickled her, silly gossip sessions where they would snigger about superiors and coo over
dashing colleagues.
The guilt of her reckless expenditure still rubbed at her, but it had been one loss for two gains that day.
Rebecca had become used to these calculated exchanges. Sunday morning at church in exchange for
project discussion over breakfast; a pinch of her little brother’s pride for a funny anecdote to share; family
dinner for a night of fun at Clarke Quay.
In fact, she had made a similar sacrifice this day. She winced slightly at the thought of the empty seat her
family always left for her whenever they went to yumcha. Just in case ah girl come mah! She had
overheard Pa once say.
But when she told her friends about her Saturday arrangements, they had giggled. You damn lame sia. Go
help us chope instead lah.
The waiting was getting intolerable. She mused on whether her family felt the same every time she did
not turn up. Her hands gripped her skirt, the cloth creasing within her sweaty grasp.
She glanced around the cafe. Succulents lined the counter, where the waiter was slouched, a look of
boredom plastered on his face. A single light bulb hung above Rebecca’s head, probably for the aesthetic,
although it forced an uncomfortable yellow glare upon her, as she realised she was presently alone in the
cafe. The green plants dangled carelessly about the place could not hide its stuffiness, the heat from the
spotlights could not fill its chill.
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Mentally shaking herself, Rebecca reached out to her phone and flipped it over. It was five minutes past
two. Her colleagues were late. She found herself wishing that her brother was with her, the cheeky thing
forcing her to play PS4 with him.
Suddenly, her phone buzzed. Her eyes lit up as she reached over to open the chat.
A message from Celine: Sozz, cmi28 today.
Rebecca sighed; Celine had said the same thing the last time they had agreed to go shopping. They
eventually bumped into Celine with her boyfriend. But it was alright, there was still Maggie.
Another buzz. It was from Maggie.
Cmi for what?
It could not be, Maggie could not have forgotten. Suddenly, she felt a strong impulse to run into Pa and
Ma’s arms. But she could not let herself act like such a baby. Rebecca inhaled sharply.
I’ve been waiting at the cafe.
Another breath.
Whoops, LOL29.
Rebecca stared at her phone, incredulous. Her eyes scanned the two words repeatedly. She was searching
for remorse, for guilt, for sympathy, for appreciation. Yet Maggie’s words seemed to ridicule her.
Whoops, LOL. LOL. LOL. What a joke, Rebecca. You thought they would care enough. You thought you
were their friend. LOL.
She had miscalculated. She had suffered a loss for a gain she was never meant to have. She should have
known better.
Her gaze fell silently on the seats across the table. If only she could will the gaping emptiness to be filled.
But Rebecca had found that you could never compel another person to stay by your side. Even her family
could not convince their daughter to join them to yumcha.
Rebecca’s mind drifted back to the coffee shop, the familiar clanking of utensils and collective chatter.
Families gather around large round tables, all dressed down in t-shirts and flip-flops, four conversations
going on at once in merry discord, each member gushing about their day in plainest honesty. It was the
place where people gathered in their most truthful and vulnerable selves. Just the way her family did. The
way she had once done, with them.

slang, an acronym for “cannot make it”
Internet slang, an acronym for “laugh out loud”

28 Internet
29
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Now she was no longer herself. She had too many layers of makeup caked over her face, and a fake smile
painted over her lips. She stashed all her money in a branded wallet to hide the fact that those were all the
savings she had. She had learnt to contrive a snicker as her colleagues made hateful jokes about others.
And she despised herself.
Gingerly, she dialled Ma’s phone. Ma, can join yall? Her voice trembled slightly, in shame.
Of course lah, girl! Ask for what!
For the first time in a long time, Rebecca felt her heart swell. A tear trickled down her cheek.
Sorry.
Hastily, she wiped off every last bit of foundation from her face. As she stepped out of the cafe, the sun
caressed her bare face, and she looked up, and smiled. She had left Rebecca back inside with the earrings.
Now, ah girl was going home.
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A Night in the City, in a Place in this World
The bar I’m sitting in is dark. Candles that won’t ever go out flicker on tables that stink of liquor,
illuminating the scurrying forms of waitBots polishing ceilings and serving drinks.
"Ah girl ah, you alone is it?"
Another patron tries to strike up a conversation. I shift in my seat, and it takes all the courage I have not to
leave the place. She’s one of those people, those old, shrunken pioneers who were here before the city in a
garden remodelled itself into the jungle city, living vestiges of what we cast off and left behind. Except
that they never really left. Instead, they preserved their forms by encasing themselves in metal, fusing
their bodies with bits and pieces of scrap till they seemed more chemical engineering than human.
"Yes," I reply in a clipped tone. The other patrons ignore us, and I feel my hands go cold even though I’m
sitting in a bar in Singapore where days are hot and nights are hot and the air conditioning doesn’t really
make a difference anymore.
"So young still here, go find boyfriend lah!" she shouts in a shrill voice that grates on my nerves. “Go
somewhere else lah. This place not for you one.”
“It’s okay, auntie. I’ll stay here,” I say. But I know she’s right, and it’s almost as if my words have
triggered something in that ancient mind of hers because she’s suddenly quiet.
“Ey! Come here!” She summons a waitBot, and lowers her thick, cumbersome body to whisper something
into its ear.
It’s clear, then, that she is physically incapable of syncing with the bot. People without chips – people like
her – are the closest things we have to aliens. The person sitting on the stool next to her moves to a seat
that’s at the end of the room. I’m horrified, but my curiosity gets the better of me.
Perhaps she knows why I’m here.
I know she knows when the same waitBot makes its way over to me.
Follow me, the display on its visor reads, so I get onto my feet and let it lead me out. As I trail behind it, I
can feel her eyes boring into my back, and I dare not look back because I know they’re staring straight
into my heart.
It strikes me, then, that she’s just as trapped as I am.
This place – this time – isn’t for her either.
Standing outside the door the waitBot led me to, I stare at the cigarette butts lining the ground while
generators whir below the city. When I enter, there’s a doctor sitting in a traditional chair behind a
traditional rectangular doctor's desk. Just like in the storybooks.
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I want to remove my chip, I tell him.
Hello, he says, smiling the coffee-shop uncle-smile that almost no one smiles anymore.
Hello, I reply.
“You sure? It's like your birth certificate and passport and IC all in one.”
I don’t know what he’s talking about, but I answer yes anyway.
He names his price. It’s twenty thousand dollars, and I agree without even glancing at my chip to check
the balance in my account. Instead, I stare at the white singlet beneath his doctor’s coat, at the uncut
toenails on his feet that are stuffed into imitation Gucci slippers. My eyes take in the anachronistic
stethoscope hanging around his neck and for the first time in a long time I feel something other than ennui
creep down my throat. How can someone like him help me? How will I know I won't turn up like her,
bound to the prison her body has become?
I should’ve gone somewhere else.
But deep down, I know my greatest fear is not with the doctor’s seeming inability to operate a simple
machine. It’s with losing the one thing I’ve had with me my entire life. It’s with losing the one chance I
have to find a home in a place where nobody ever goes home.
No.
I refuse to let that scare me. Freedom has been the only thing I’ve wanted since the weight of the city
started pressing down on me. Removing the chip might cost a pretty sum, and it might be irreversible, but
that’s exactly the type of change I’m looking for.
Except that I don’t know what change feels like, so I do the only thing I can do and swallow the dryness
in my throat. I suspend all thought, dismiss all doubts, and when the doctor asks if I’m sure for the second
time this night, my answer remains unchanged despite the sinking feeling in my stomach.
And I don’t remember much of what happened afterwards, but when I wake up less than an hour later in
the bar my hand instinctively goes to the place on my wrist where the chip had been.
It’s really gone.
With the chip that holds everything there is to know about me captive to the government removed, I’m
finally free. I’m not bound to them by some invisible string anymore, not like all the other people in the
city. There is nothing bridging the abyss between me and the millions of others suffering in this cesspool
of heat and technology. Yet, I am surrounded by people. I am enveloped by the same things that engulfed
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me yesterday, and the day before, and the day before that. The pulse of the city beats through me, and I
can’t help but think about how I’ve given up all that made me a part just so I can be alone.
I was supposed to walk out of this place free. I was supposed to disappear from this city.
But I don’t suppose our plans all turn out the way we want them to.
When I finally step out of the bar, it’s so dark that I can't walk two feet without tripping over a body.
These parts are like a maze, and it’s only then that I realise that I’m lost.
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Bus Driver’s Log Book
[1400 hours]
By the time he pulls out of the station, students are pouring out onto the streets across the
island. He never used to take much notice of them - too noisy, too sweaty, too self-absorbed but now he does.
The acute awareness that, one day, his son is going to be there makes it impossible for him to
tear his eyes away from the world unfolding beyond his rain-smeared windscreen.
[1535 hours]
The bus stop has already emptied; now the pounding on the overhang of the staircase above
him is driving him mad. He wonders what Ah Mei is doing now. When he left, she was slumped
on the bed, her fist balled over her belly in a tight wad of fabric and contorted fingers.
The bus doors are already folding shut when he spots five more boys, in striped rugby polos,
strolling in his direction. He jams on the green button. The floppy plastic panels are once again
yanked apart.
He grits his teeth. Can’t they walk faster?
At the last minute, one of them tosses a careless “bye” over his shoulder and heads towards the
zebra crossing.
The rest stop dead in their tracks. From where he is sitting, they are framed by the ajar door. He
can see the angular features of the alpha - a tall boy with bronzed muscles - clouding with
frustration.
Then his eyes rove over to the gangly, slouchy boy trailing behind the rest. The mere image jolts
out vistas of memories that he would rather keep entombed in the omphalos of his heart.
His knuckles turn white against the steering wheel as that, that weakling takes the opportune
moment to back away hesitantly. He isn’t the only one who noticed.
“Oi! Get back here. Don’t be an asshole like Tim.”
But he had let Tim go, though.
[1540 hours]
Enough is enough. He shuts the doors and twists the steering wheel roughly. Too bad for them.
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But the boys aren’t even mad. From his rear-view mirror, he sees them pile into a midnight
purple Lamborghini.
It shoots past the fat, chugging bus just seconds before the traffic lights blink red.
[1600 hours]
The bus screeches to a halt at the next stop; he hadn’t meant to step on the brake so hard. He is
haunted by his memories more than he cares to admit.
Their eyes were the worst. Taunts and jeers he could shut out. But the pity - no. Especially not
from the eyes that had only seen hangers in cupboards, blisters on heels, and maggots in
science class.
They never understood him. Never will.
Not that he expects them to.
But under all the layers of skin and flesh and blood, every fibre of his being yearns for the day
when he will finally wake up from this terrible dream and find himself lying in sheets of pure
Egyptian cotton, gazing at the first rays of sunshine twirling in the ripples of the infinity pool two
floors down.
He doesn’t want to just fit in. Oh, no. He lusts to be above them. To be better. To be respected.
To scrape their smirks off their faces - with sandpaper.
[1730 hours]
It suddenly occurs to him.
What if… the baby was going to be due early?
He curses. No, no, no. He isn’t ready yet. No.
These few months, he had been throwing himself into his work, reporting earlier than he should
- “you need help at customer service, right?” - and taking on more responsibilities than
necessary - “Uncle you go home first. I do the rest for you”.
Truth is, the absence of his wife’s stifled cries and chores to do and errands to run when he was
at work provided him glimpses of his bachelorhood again: when it was all peace and quiet,
when the world revolved around him and him alone, when he didn’t have to worry about anyone
but himself.
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And how he lusted for those moments.
[1855 hours]
Under the garish yellow glow of the street lamps, he can see, to his left and right, luxury
apartments rising from concrete, twisting into seductive shapes and patterns, their chins tilting
haughtily above the clouds.
There is one in particular.
It has a curved balcony that runs for three panels of curtained windows. Dark shadows flitter in
and out of the frames like a 1920s silent movie: so devastatingly romantic yet beguilingly out of
touch from the world beyond their walls.
He thinks about it long after it passes by.
[2015 hours]
They are still young.
Why must Ah Mei have a kid in such a hurry? To be fair, he had been excited at first. His own
flesh and blood!
But had they - no, just him; Ah Mei wouldn’t have changed her mind - known just how much
diapers and prams and breast pumps cost - money that he had to rip away from his secret fund
for a second-hand Tag Heuer - maybe, just maybe Stop. It’s too late now for regrets.
[2255 hours]
He steps onto the pebbled pavement of the interchange. His shoulders droop; his back
straightens. The smell of the cleansed earth clears the fog in his mind from not moving in the
past six hours. Fingers, like clockwork, reach for the phone in his peeling briefcase.
42 missed calls. His brain goes slack.
The rectangle hunk of metal starts to vibrate with electrifying tremors - for the 43rd time.
“Dear…”
It comes out like a gasp, stuck halfway up her throat.
“I’m sorry…”
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“I…”
“Our…”
“I’m sorry…”
A scream.
[2315 hours]
“Thank you and goodnight, sir.”
Alas.
The maternity ward is not refundable.
[2400 hours]
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The Cockroach Cage
Inside a dome made from panels of rubies, the Red Dot; throngs of people move along pristine streets
lined perfectly with orchids. Buildings, designed to form a presentable horizon, create the ideal
metropolis of the 21st century.
Worker stands at a viewing platform right above a contraption of metal and glass, twisting his calloused
hands, waiting to see Government.
“What can I do for you?” Government smiles placidly, syllables perfectly enunciated.
In his sole dress shirt, peppered with sweat stains, Worker is afraid to tell this atas30 man about his
predicament. He looks down, peering around the dome as he thinks, and beneath the hum of business
conversations he knows is atas, and the odd strain of wonderfully bland classical music that wanders out
to prove that the Red Dot is marginally artistic, there is an odd scratching sound.
He pauses to contemplate this odd scratching sound, but Government cocks his head at exactly 30 degrees
to the right, a calculated gesture of impatience, and Worker finally speaks.
“Sir, I think my family will be evicted from our rental flat, cause I just lost my job, I think I need a bit of
help this month with the rent, sir,”
Government is already shaking his head. “You know, just 50 years ago, we didn’t have Ruby panels for
our dome, just panels of cheap paint and wood. If we can do it, so can you. Maybe try filling out a form?”
Worker knows all about forms. He knows that his family still subsists on canned food, that his daughter’s
white shoes are so old they are grey. He hates asking for help, but Public will scoff and say it's his fault
for being too proud to ask for help, so it's his own fault if he is poor, and everyone already made it 50
years ago, so if he did not, then obviously the problem is with him, right?
Government sighs a little, and pushes a button. The viewing platform moves downwards, the metal and
glass contraption coming into perspective. He smiles his odd little smile, again, and Siong swears that the
smile looks practically mechanised, the way it snaps into place at the exact same position.
It happens that the metal contraption is a cage, beautiful from the top, but now it looms frightfully before
him, a behemoth structure that is out of place in the tightly executed manicured beauty of the ruby dome.
The cage is divided into two, on one side a glass enclosure, rats skittering back and forth on lush green
grass and flowers. A narrow doorway connects the two sides, and on the other side is a writhing mass of
cockroaches, climbing over each other to get to the narrow doorway, brown bodies churning, and Worker
realises where the odd scratching noise has been coming from.
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Singlish for “superior, sophisticated”
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Worker watches a tiny cockroach climb steadily over the backs of the larger cockroaches, but it is too
small, and slips in between the gaps. It lands on its back, legs feebly waving in the air.
“Quite awful,” Government mutters thoughtfully, “but necessary to help get my point across, I think. It’s
hidden from the general populace because they don’t need a nasty reminder like that, but the cockroaches
make people like you feel like you belong.”
Worker looks at the man then, brow furrowed with consternation, as he watches the rats nibble on towers
of cheese, because he has always thought that he belongs, but the man probably meant something
different, because atas people are always confusing.
Aiya31, if the man is smiling, should be okay, right?
“Sir, the cockroaches got no food ah?” He asks, voice trembling.
“Oh, their sugar water. I already gave it to them once today. This cage isn’t a welfare resort for vermin,
they need to earn it! The rats over there, they race for their cheese!”
The small cockroach is climbing over the backs of the other cockroaches again, and Worker feels
something twist inside him, an emotion akin to empathy. Government tsks.
“Silly little thing,” he says, jabbing his finger at the small cockroach, and Worker isn’t sure if he is
referring to Worker or the cockroach.
“If only it can see that there is a gap between the other cockroaches from the other side.”
Worker wants to tell the man that it’s easy for them to see the gaps from high above, looking down from a
privileged vantage point, but he does not, because he knows that Government knows best, and if he wants
help, he must swallow his words.
“Wah, Sir, but so little sugar water how got enough power to go to the glass part eh?” Worker hears the
desperate edge of his voice, and he realises he isn’t just asking this question for the cockroach.
The tiny cockroach has almost reached the top and is inching towards the doorway. “You see, Worker?”
Government places his arm around Worker’s shoulders, but his arm is cold, the gesture more for show
than to comfort Worker. “That little cockroach made it. That’s the great thing about this cage. Everyone is
equal! No need more sugar water, we’ve done enough!”
Worker watches as the tiny cockroach inches into the glass cage, and gets dismembered almost
immediately by a rat. One last try, he tells himself. “See la, Sir! The cockroach not enough sugar water,
how to be strong?”
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In this context, it acts as an exclamation to signal dismissiveness
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For the first time, Worker hears himself get angry.
Government turns to smile placatingly at Worker, but there is no need.
Where Worker was, there is only a cockroach, his tiny legs scratching across the floor, feelers waving in
the air of the Ruby Dome, only his dress shirt left behind.
Government looks at the cockroach for a while, sneering, then picks it up to fling it inside the cage.
Shaking off his distaste, he presses the button to ascend back into the echelons of the dome.
The bottom is for the ugly things, and those things are better not seen at all.
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